Azole Resistance Module 2
Genome Sequence Analysis
GOALS
1. Learn how to use online genetics analysis tools.
2. Identify different types of mutations and their effects.
3. Form specific hypotheses on how mutations may contribute to altered fitness.
OVERVIEW
The evolution experiments in Module 1 select for yeast mutants that are more resistant to
clotrimazole (the active ingredient in FungiCure). These mutants will possess a few specific
changes to their genetic code that cause them to be resistant to clotrimazole. After Module 1, we
isolated yeast from each experiment and sequenced their genomes to identify their mutations.
In this module, you will receive the sequence of one of the genes found to be mutated in your
evolved yeast. Using online tools, you will identify the gene and type of mutation, and research
its function in yeast. From this information, you will form hypotheses about how this mutation
may contribute to the azole resistance of your evolve strain.
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
● Computer and internet access for each participant
● .xlsx mutation file provided by university lab partner, which contains a list of mutations
from a strain evolved in Module 1
INTRODUCTION
Your yeast have had the genetic code of their entire genome determined! The yeast genome is 12
million letters long. Your yeast likely had between 1 and a handful of single changes to its
genome sequence. We have sent you a list of mutations that your yeast possessed, as well as an
altered sequence from your yeast. We will walk through how to build hypotheses about what
these mutated genes are doing.
Yeast have thousands of genes that each are a blueprint for making a bit of cellular machinery
called a protein. These machines come together in intricate ways to form assembly lines (like the
ergosterol “pathway”), rigid support structures (like actin), export systems (like the pump
PDR5), or master regulators of specific processes (like the transcription factor UPC2). The goal
of this activity is to think through how the DNA changes in your evolved yeast will impact your
genes’ protein and ultimately make your yeast more resistant to the FungiCure. Look at Figure 1
for some examples of genes and pathways that are known to be affected by FungiCure
(clotrimazole is the active ingredient in FungiCure).

Figure 1: Pathways affected by azole therapy clotrimazole, the active ingredient in FungiCure.
Now we will use this information to learn more about how your yeast evolved! You have a file
named mystery_gene#.fas (with some number in place of the #) that contains the sequence of a
gene from your yeast that we think might have been important for this resistance. We will work
through the steps to determine what this mystery gene is and its function. We will begin by
looking at the DNA sequence of your evolved yeast to see how it has changed, and how this will
change the gene’s protein sequence. We will then use a database to figure out what your gene
does. This information can be used to understand how your yeast evolved to become resistant to
FungiCure.
For a refresher on how a gene’s DNA sequence is used to produce a protein, we recommend
checking out Khan Academy’s Central Dogma section, particularly the article on the genetic
code.
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TASK 1: Identify your mutation
Before we begin our analysis, let’s look at your mutation file.
Your mutation is one of 4 types of genetic changes:
1. Synonymous mutations are DNA changes that do not change an amino acid. You will
not be able to see these in the protein alignment. They are sometimes referred to as silent
mutations because they do not impact a gene’s protein.
2. Missense mutations change an amino acid in a gene’s protein. They may change the
function of that protein.
3. A nonsense mutation results in an early stop in the gene. You will notice the * in the
sequence of your query if you have a nonsense mutation. None of the amino acids that
come after this stop will be added to the protein, so the resulting protein will be shorter
than the original subject (sbjct) version.
4. A frameshift mutation is when one or a few nucleotides are inserted or deleted and
results in a change in the reading frame of a protein, shifting how the code of the gene is
read. Nearly all the amino acids after the mutation will be changed, and this frequently
leads to early stops, like in the example blastx alignment above.
TASK 1 QUESTIONS
1. What change(s) can you see in your evolved yeast’s DNA?
2. Record how your mutation impacted your amino acid sequence. What was the original
codon, and what is the codon after the mutation (see Resource 1). What was the original
amino acid, and what is the amino acid after the mutation occurred?
3. Which of the 4 types of mutations (above) matches the one you see? Do you think it will
severely affect the function of the protein? Why or why not?

TASK 2: Learn about the gene affected by your mutation
We will now move onto the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) website to learn more
about our genes. SGD contains information from thousands of published studies on yeast, which
has been curated to make it easier to find information about a specific gene.
https://www.yeastgenome.org/
For this example, I’m going to show you the page for a gene called ERG11. This gene encodes
instructions for making an enzyme that plays a role in making ergosterol. Ergosterol is like
cholesterol, and it helps cell membranes to stay structurally sound. Clotrimazole, the drug you
worked with in Module 1, stops this enzyme from working, which ultimately harms the cell’s
membrane and prevents it from growing.
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First let’s go to the ERG11 page. You can do this by doing a google search for “ERG11 SGD”, or
by entering “ERG11” in the search bar at the top right of the SGD homepage as shown above.
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This page contains a ton of info organized into sections that are listed in light blue along the left
side of the page. The sections I like to use are Locus Overview, Summary Paragraph, and
References. The others are great, but for now you can ignore them.
When you first enter the page you should see the Locus Overview, displayed as “ERG11 /
YHR007C Overview”. The Description section will give you a short description of what is
known about the gene. It’s extremely dense, and you will encounter a lot of unfamiliar
terminology. The trick is to look through for terms that you recognize that are related to the
clotrimazole drug from Module 1.
In this case, the term “ergosterol” is a great clue. In Module 1 we worked with a drug that
inhibits ergosterol synthesis, and here we have a gene that is important for synthesizing
ergosterol. The chances of a gene with this role being randomly mutated in your strain is very
low, so there’s a good chance this mutation was selected during the evolution experiment.
The Comparative Info section can be cool to click through. It shows icons that represent other
organisms that possess this gene. Most of the genes that make ergosterol in yeast also make
cholesterol in mammals, so this section includes an icon for humans, mice, and rats. If you click
on the icon you’ll be taken to a different database that has information about how this gene
works in those organisms. You don’t need to do that now, but it’s worth checking out if you
finish early.
Now navigate down to Summary Paragraph.

The summary paragraph is a longer description of what we know about this gene. It’s usually in
more of a narrative format and can be easier to read (but not always).
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Finally, check out References.

This section lists scientific publications that include information about the gene. The SGD page
for each gene is made by combing through publications like these to find useful information
about what the gene does.
You may have noticed light blue numbers in the sections above. These numbers are citations for
information and correspond to publication in this list. If you saw information above that seemed
useful, you can click on the “SGD Paper” link under a publication to find a freely-accessible text
of the article.
Skimming publication titles in the references section may lead you to more information about
what your gene does.
Now, go to the SGD page for one of the genes in your list and answer the questions below.
TASK 2 QUESTIONS
1. Find one fact about your gene and record it.
2. What is the function of your gene?
3. Did you notice any keywords related to clotrimazole for your gene?
4. Can you think of a way your gene’s function could be related to azole drug resistance?
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RESOURCE 1
Codon table
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RESOURCE 2
Amino acid codes table
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